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Students risk safety for proximity
By Samantha Herrera
STAFF WRITER

“I do not feel safe [living in Downtown
San Jose],” said Ashley Guerrero, a San
Jose State political science junior. “Back in
my hometown Livermore, I can walk out at
night without feeling worried that I’m not
going to make it back.”
Guerrero and other SJSU students living
downtown near the university said they
don’t feel safe because of a recent spike in
crime, but also said that’s the sacrifice they
make to live close to campus.
“I always make sure when I go out to let
someone know because I live alone,” she
said. “I have roommates, but technically
I’m somewhat by myself out here.”
According to San Jose Police Department
crime statistics, there were 18,531
crimes reported in 2020 from January
to August. Of those, 2,872 were violent
crimes, including 21 homicides and 1,672
aggravated assaults. There were also 15,659
property crimes.
Child development junior Edith Urbano
said that she chose to live downtown
because walking to campus is easier than
having to drive. “You really have to pick
and choose what’s best for you if that
means possibly risking your safety and
stuff like that just to be closer to campus.”
The recent homicide in front of the 27
North apartment building and the shooting
on South Eight St. that left two dead and
four injured are some recent examples
that make students feel that downtown is a
dangerous place to live.
Urbano said she didn’t know downtown
was dangerous before living there, but
BLUE NGUYEN | SPARTAN DAILY ARCHIVES
now all she hears is the constant sound
A
community
service
patrol
oﬃ
cer
closes
oﬀ
a
scene
with
tape
at
the
corner
of
North
Sixth
and
East St. John streets on Sept. 21.
of sirens.
“Especially now [with recent kidnappings
and human trafficking reports], everything
“Going out late at night is not something patrol the university and have extra
is super scary,” she said. “I carry a taser at
that I do consistently anymore,” Urbano officers at construction sites, which
all times just in case anything happens. It’s
said. “It’s scary to know that even if I are typically targets of theft, vandalism
better to be prepared.”
want to buy something at the corner and trespassing.
Guerrero said walking downtown at
store, something could happen.”
“A lot of times we are at the same
night is scary even when she’s with a group
Guerrero said SJSU’s University Police individual . . . and the criminal justice
of girls. According to the SJPD crime
Department needs to respond faster to system is really not prosecuting as much
statistics report, a total of 390 rapes were
escort calls from blue light emergency so that does affect crime,” he said. “The
reported in San Jose in 2020.
phones located on campus. But more main thing that we need is for our
“I guess you can say [I’ve been] verbally
so, she said she wants UPD to extend its community to help us.”
assaulted, being catcalled or being offered
escorts further downtown so students
He said students and residents need
a ride back home or back to campus,
can have a safer option to get to their to report if they see something because,
just weird stuff,” Guerrero said. “Since I
off-campus housing at night.
“together we can make everything a
started here [at SJSU] that’s always been a
UPD Capt. Frank Belcastro said lot safer.”
common trend, especially for girls.”
an overwhelming majority of the
Edith Urbano
Guerrero said young women basically
Follow Samantha on Twitter
child development junior crimes on campus are from outside
can’t go out on their own.
sources and UPD officers constantly
@sammiherreraa_

Going out late at night is
not something that I do
consistently anymore.
It’s scary to know that even
if I want to buy something at
the corner store, something
could happen.

City Council reviews SJPD Internal Affairs report
Audit shows 102
police misconduct
allegations – highest
number in the last
ﬁve years
By Stephanie Lam
STAFF WRITER

The San Jose City Council asked San
Jose Police Department officers during
Tuesday’s Zoom meeting if the department
could improve officer training after hearing
about a rise in procedural violations and
inappropriate behavior while on duty.
The SJPD Internal Affairs Unit presented
the Department Initiated Administrative
Investigations report at the meeting and
revealed that 102 misconduct allegations
were made against SJPD officers in
2019. The department is responsible for
establishing policies and procedures within
law enforcement, as well as reviewing police
complaints and misconduct, according to

their procedural manual. This is the highest
number of allegations made in more than five
years, according to the report.
SJPD Deputy Chief David Tindall said
during the meeting that the department
wasn’t surprised by the high number of
allegations.
“These are all things that [happen] when
[officers] are younger and less experienced,”
Tindall said. “It hasn’t become second nature
to them.”
Stan McFadden, SJPD lieutenant and
police academy director, said during the
meeting that officers with one to three years
of experience are more likely to receive these
misconduct allegations.
The most common misconduct allegations
discussed in the investigations report were
procedure violations, such as forgetting to
turn body cameras on and inappropriate
behavior while on duty, such as driving under
the influence.
When a police officer believes a fellow
officer violates the department’s policy or
procedure, that person can file a complaint
with the SJPD Internal Affairs Unit. According
to the investigations report, Internal Affairs
will launch an internal investigation to see if
the allegation against the accused officer is
true. Officers will investigate the allegations
by collecting evidentiary material and by

A necessary component of
policing is that [oﬃcers]
have the degree of humility
to accept their wrongs and
their faults.
Paul Soto
San Jose resident

conducting witness interviews, according
to the Internal Affairs manual. If the
officer is found guilty of the allegations, the
consequences can be anything from a verbal
warning to getting suspended from work.
Internal Affairs is responsible for tracking and
maintaining the number of public complaints
made against officers, according to the
SJPD website.
“Is there an opportunity for us to fine
tune the field training program to reduce
the number of allegations?” Maya Esparza,
council member for District 7, asked during
the meeting.
Shivaun Nurre, the independent police
auditor, said during the meeting that although
the number of internal allegations increased

from last year, the number of complaints
and concerns made by community members
against SJPD decreased. In 2019, SJPD
received 216 complaints, a 13% decrease from
the previous year, according to the police
auditor report.
The office of the independent police
auditor is separate from the police department
and collects complaints made by the public
against SJPD and the department of initiated
investigations , according to the City of San
Jose website. The independent police auditor
compiles the data and releases a yearly report
to reveal trends in officer behavior and offer
recommendations for policy changes.
After the report was presented, community
members were allowed to comment on
the report.
San Jose resident Paul Soto asked SJPD
to be more transparent about an officer’s
background and qualification. He said
officers should own up to their mistakes no
matter what level of experience or position
they are in.
“A necessary component of policing is
that [officers] have the degree of humility
to accept their wrongs and their faults,”
Soto said.
Follow Stephanie on Twitter
@Steph.C.Lam
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Theater students struggle on Zoom
By Jovanna Olivares
STAFF WRITER

For many student artists
pursuing careers in performance,
film or costuming, the remote
learning transition has brought
uncertainty and limitations to their
learning experience.
San Jose State’s Department
of Film and Theatre has found
itself facing challenges with its
inability to perform or meet
in person.
Movement and expression are
difficult to show on Zoom through
a webcam, but the department
has explored ways to make classes
work effectively.
“We spent the entire summer
training [and] taking webinars,” said
Amy Glazer, SJSU theater professor
and award-winning filmmaker.
“We’ve worked like dogs just getting
ready to be able to handle the
technology confidently.”
The “show must go on” mentality
helped students and faculty
members turn toward various online
platforms like Zoom and TikTok
to create performances during the
coronavirus pandemic.
Although professors have
encountered physical limitations
of being unable to perform in
person, they are reemphasizing the
importance of inner expression.
“In intermediate acting, we’re
focusing less on the physical
but more on the psychological
source and on the inner analysis,”
Glazer said.
She said the importance of the
mental connection to the craft is a
major teaching focus.
“There’s so much to learn and to
work on and we’re focusing on those
things that we can work on more
successfully,” Glazer said.
Faculty and staff members
have been preparing to best help
their students by providing them
with
constructive
criticism
and comments.
GoReact, an interactive app for
students to get feedback on their
work, has been a prominent tool
used to grade student performers.
The online video recording tool
has allowed some students to feel
more comfortable with performing.
“I found it useful because I

ILLUSTRATION BY HANZ PACHECO

don’t have the stress of having
to do it in person and I get to be
comfortable in my environment,”
said vocal performance junior
Evalina Maas-Espinoza.
Maas-Espinoza first used
the app in the lead up to the
department’s
production
of
“The Threepenny Opera.”
“The Threepenny Opera” was
originally scheduled to run in April
at the SJSU Hammer Theatre Center
prior to the pandemic.
However, because of quarantine
and social distancing mandates, the
production transitioned from an
in-person performance to a Zoom
experience.
This satirical performance
examines and critiques the rise of
capitalism in a post-war setting.
Student actors utilized their
personal wardrobes to create their
characters’ costumes.
Debbie Weber, a costume shop
manager and Cassandra Carpenter,
a makeup and costume designer,
received remote assistance from
department faculty members for

The department [of
film and theatre] keeps
telling us we’ll still be
having the same learning
experience we’d have
as if it was in person or
that it will still be just as
useful, but it’s just not.
Isela de Leon
radio, television and film junior

costume decisions using their
own clothes and makeup from
home.
The play’s production was
completed remotely and will be
available for viewing later this
year, according to Glazer, who
didn’t specify a date.
The department is moving
forward with its next production
project called “Mementos”

which is presented by assistant
professor Kirsten Brandt.
“We are having Zoom rehearsals.
We’ve had only one rehearsal so far,”
said Francisco Rodriguez, a radio,
television and film sophomore. “As
far as I’m aware, only one thing
from our project will be on stage
in Hammer 4, with a maximum of
eight people allowed in the room
I believe.”
The project has been the focus
of Fall semester theater classes and
recently began production.
“It seems very exciting [and]
I know that the project is mostly
going to be based on ensemble work,
it sounds like a great opportunity
to learn something new,”
Rodriguez said. “I’d like to write
theater, so hopefully I’d learn writing
techniques too. That’s just me
being hopeful.”
While department faculty
members have begun integrating
new technology to provide
criticism and virtual performance
opportunities, many students are still
fearful of what the future holds.

“The department [of film and
theatre] keeps telling us we’ll still be
having the same learning experience
we’d have as if it was in person or
that it will still be just as useful,
but it’s just not,” Isela de Leon, a
radio, television and film junior said.
“The film department knows how
competitive it is for our field and
providing us with less experience
only sets us back in comparison to
other film departments like at [the
University of Southern California].”
Many students said they have
avoided enrolling in specific courses
in hopes of eventually learning
the material in person, but the
recent California State University
announcement of a remote-learning
Spring semester distresses students
who crave hands-on experiences.
“The department is trying its best
during the times but it definitely
makes me feel unsure as to if I’m
getting the education and experience
I need for my degree,” de Leon said.
Follow Spartan Daily on Twitter
@SpartanDaily

Chicken sandwiches ooze mouth-watering spices
By Felix Oliveros
STAFF WRITER

CHICK N’ BROS’ fried chicken
sandwiches are worth the $15
and the everlasting scorched
tongue, so come prepared with a
fire extinguisher.
The food truck had its
grand opening in February
and is located in front of The
Fix Kicks, a local sneaker store on
Stevens Creek Boulevard.
They offer chicken sandwiches
with five levels of spices: level one
is the most mild and uses cayenne
peppers, level two uses habanero
peppers, three uses ghost peppers,
four uses trinidad scorpion peppers
and five is the most extreme using
carolina reaper peppers.
On Saturday, a friend and I
ordered two different chicken
sandwiches. I ordered an
Original Chick n’ sandwich with
level one spice, while my friend
ordered the popular Angry Bird
sandwich with level three spice.
The Original Chick n’ sandwich
came with beer-battered fried
chicken, mayonnaise and pickles on
a slightly toasted brioche bun. The
Angry Bird sandwich came with
beer-battered fried chicken, pickles,
onions, local honey and bro sauce
(a slightly spicy orange dressing), all
on a toasted brioche bun.
We ordered our food ahead
of time by texting “menu”
to the phone number on the
CHICK N’ BROS Instagram page
and then we went to its blacked-out
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The Original Chick N’ sandwich has a satisfyingly crunchy bite accompanied with zesty dipping sauce.

truck with neon pink letters.
As cars zoomed by on the street
next to us, we were greeted with
a smile at the order window by
cashier Brittany Lee, who let the
chef know we were ready to pick up
our food.
Lee said the most popular
items on the menu were the
Original Chick n’ sandwich and the
Angry Bird Deluxe, which comes
with coleslaw and chick sauce, a
sweet white condiment, in addition
to everything that comes on the
regular Angry Bird sandwich.

After waiting about 10 minutes
and salivating from the smell of the
frying oil and spicy seasonings, our
sandwiches were ready.
My friend and I sat down on
stairs in front of an old building
down the street from the food
truck and got ready to endure the
euphoric burn of the sandwiches.
After admiring the chicken’s
golden color, which was lightly
seasoned with red chilli powder, I
took my first bite.
My eyes shot open wide as my
taste buds immediately thanked me.

The chicken crunched between
my teeth as the juices oozed from
the flavorful beer batter. The mayo
provided a pleasant saucy element
to the sandwich and complemented
the crunch inside of the soft bun.
The fries were also a highlight of
the meal. The serving size was hefty,
their exterior was crispy, the interior
was soft and they were perfectly
salted. Dip them in the bro sauce for
extra zest and even more fireworks
in your mouth.
As for the level three spicy
Angry Bird sandwich, heed my

warning that the spice is no joke.
While the elements from the original
sandwich were there and were
bolstered by additional ingredients,
the spice from the ghost peppers
provided a roundhouse kick to my
tongue that lasted for 10 minutes
and became the predominant flavor
of the sandwich.
My friend, who ate most of the
Angry Bird, was pacing back and
forth, breathing heavily and had to
chug three water bottles because of
the spice.
For context, the establishment
hosts a challenge every Friday to
see if customers can finish a level
five sandwich for $100. CHICK
N’ BROS posted a video on its
Instagram page on Aug. 28 of a
young woman puking from
attempting the challenge.
That in mind, I would definitely
make a return to CHICK N’
BROS. Next time I will order the
Angry Bird with level one spice
to ensure I can fully savor the
flavorful ingredients.
While the price for a single
sandwich is pricey at just over
$15, I’d say customers get what
they pay for and then some. The
quality of the sandwich is better
than places with similar items, like
the restaurant Scratch Cookery. The
size, the flavor and the juiciness of
the meat made this food truck my
favorite chicken sandwich spot in
San Jose.
Follow Felix on Twitter
@f3lixthe3rd
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Presidential debate full of chaos
Chris Core
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With just a little over
a month remaining until
the Nov. 3 election, a lot
was on the line for both
presidential
candidates
during Tuesday’s debate.
President Donald Trump
and former Vice President
Joe Biden, the Democratic
presidential nominee and
former
vice
president,
have both called this the
most important election in
U.S. history, which would
technically make this the most
important debate thus far.
After 90 minutes of
name calling, interruptions
and anger-fueled laughs,
somebody needed to be
crowned a winner in some
sense and I can say with full
confidence that it was not
moderator Chris Wallace.
Trump was in control from
the get-go.
Loud interjections, refusals
to stay within the time limit
and just a blatant disregard
for any conditions set prior
to the debate were the name
of Trump’s game, but that was
to be expected.
What was not as expected
was how well he was able to
mold his interruptions into
his own talking points.
The best example of this
came during the candidates’
first discussion topic, the
Supreme Court vacancy.
Trump
initiated
the
conversation
with
the
assertion that he won the 2016
election fairly and that if a

Democrat was in his position,
he or she would also try to
fill the seat.
A fair point.
However,
that
was
the last talk of Trump’s
Supreme
Court
pick,
Amy Coney Barrett, for quite
some time.
The
Supreme
Court
discussion
went
awry
when Biden brought up
Barrett’s viewpoints on the
Affordable Care Act.
At this moment, Trump
was in full control for the first
time in the debate.
The current president
was armed with numbers,
whether they were accurate
or not, that damaged Biden’s
plea that Trump has no health
care plan.
Trump claimed his plan
would cut drug prices 8090% and that products such
as insulin, which diabetics
need, would be “so cheap it’s
like water.”
Biden’s final statement,
“everything he has said
so far is a lie” prompted
moderator Wallace to get
the two candidates back
on the Supreme Court
discussion topic.
And that’s when Trump
landed his biggest punch.
When asked, Biden would
not answer whether he would
pack the Supreme Court if he
was elected president, which
refers to adding more seats
to the Supreme court and
filling them with justices that

CREATIVE COMMONS PHOTOS FROM FLICKR

Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden and President Donald Trump went head-to-head during Tuesday’s presidential debate.

would rule on cases in line
with the president’s views.
His efforts to avoid the
question made me extremely
uncomfortable as I watched
Biden slur his words,
searching for any way to
move onto the next topic.
Although the argument
about the Supreme Court
justice opening was a major
win for Trump, Biden did
have a few tricks up his sleeve.
Throughout the debate,
Trump constantly hounded
Biden for having radical
leftists wrapped around his
finger and made certain
when Biden said something
moderate that everyone
knew it.
“You just lost the left,”
and other jabs were thrown
toward Biden during the
debate, but what Trump
did not expect was Biden

CLASSIFIEDS
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

to
distance
himself
from the far left.
Biden said he didn’t want
a socialized health care
system, does not want to
defund the police and even
said he does not support the
Green New Deal.
It is already well known
that Biden is no Bernie
Sanders when it comes to
left wing policy, but Biden
making these statements
on the debate stage was
a powerful message to
Americans and his fellow
members of the Democratic
party, that this is his
candidacy, not his party’s.
He even went so far to say
“I am the Democratic Party
right now.”
With Democrats being
haunted by the fear of
Trump being reelected,
it’s fantastic to see Biden

claim
his
presidential
run as his own rather
than following the whims
of the Democratic Party.
The problem for Biden is
that a number of the points
he made won’t matter to die
hard Trump supporters and
the remarks on policy from
the former Vice President
will be seen as nothing but
debate kerfuffle.
Trump
refused
to
condemn white supremacist
violence, but rather attacked
antifa
saying
“almost
everything I see is from the
left wing,” when referring
to the Black Lives Matter
protests happening around
the U.S.
He was also unfazed when
it came to the discussion of
his tax returns, in which he
stated that the $750 federal
tax report by The New York

SUDOKU PUZZLE
Complete the grid so that every row, column and
3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

Times is fake because he paid
“millions” in taxes.
Elusive question dodging
doesn’t make for a great
debater and it sure doesn’t
make for a debate winner, but
in Trump’s case, his following
is so strong that it’s hard to
see anything making a dent
in his favorability ratings.
Trump dominated the
debate with utter force, but
this was more than expected.
For weeks Biden’s critics
were prepping for the
slurred-speaking former vice
president to stumble his way
off stage. But despite these
predictions, Biden turned
what was set to be a slaughter
into a close contest.
And that in itself should
be seen as a victory for Biden.
Follow Chris on Twitter
@ChrisCore24

JOKIN’
AROUND
What do
snowmen call
their fancy
annual dance?

The Snowball.

SOLUTIONS

ACROSS
1. Not together
6. French for “State”
10. Powdery dirt
14. Driller
15. Not legs
16. Within
17. An analytic literary
composition
18. A building for skating
19. Twirled
20. Reflexive form of “them”
22. Make melodious sounds
23. Attempts
24. High-pitched buzzing
sounds
25. Regrets
29. No longer working
31. To that extent
33. Halo
37. Ballroom dance
38. Candy
39. Anagram of “Clients”
41. Climb down
42. Unit of sound intensity
44. Visual organs
45. Leans
48. Chivalrous

50. Smell
51. Hard unglazed brownishred earthenware
56. Indian music
57. Dry riverbed
58. A group of soldiers
59. Fashionable
60. Curved molding
61. Seaweed
62. Pawn
63. Slave
64. Twosomes
DOWN
1. Assist in crime
2. Ritzy
3. Backside
4. 500 sheets
5. Secret meeting
6. Not later
7. A three-legged metal stand
8. Memory loss
9. Sounds of disapproval
10. Disagreement
11. Remove the pins from
12. Bitten
13. Forceps
21. Fickle

24. Naughts
25. Edges
26. Module
27. Feudal worker
28. Audio recording
30. German measles
32. Fecal matter
34. Comply with
35. Solitary
36. Terminates
40. Bloodline
41. Query
43. Boundary line
45. Burn maliciously
46. Potato state
47. Reasonable judgment
49. Toward the outside
51. 2 2 2 2
52. Paris airport
53. Roman robe
54. Stout-bodied amphibian
55. Mimics
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Players must obey marijuana rules
Laura Fields
STAFF WRITER

The NCAA’s rules on
student-athletes’ marijuana
use are crystal clear – don’t
take the risk.
In a Sept. 22 USA Today
article, the University of
Oklahoma Football Head
Coach Lincoln Riley, said the
NCAA marijuana rules are
“archaic” after the suspension
of three players from
his team.
Those “archaic” rules
are in place to keep players
away from unnecessary drug
and substance abuse that
can
affect
their
performance, according to
the NCAA’s powerpoint
on what student-athletes
need
to
know
about marijuana.
An Aug. 2019 article
published in Nature, an
international journal on
science and technology,
touched
on
the
performance-enhancing
aspects of cannabis.
“Athletes seem to be able
to ‘titrate’ their cannabis use
to get just the results they
want,” Olivier Rabin, World
Anti-Doping Agency’s senior
science director, said in the
Nature article.
According to the article,
Rabin likens it to drinking
just enough alcohol to be
sociable at a party.
By
“titrate,”
Rabin
is referring to athletes
controlling their dosage levels
to get some of the positive
effects of marijuana, such as
reducing competition anxiety,
without any of the negative
effects, like paranoia and
increased heart rate.
Promoting
substance

reliance by comparing
marijuana use to using
alcohol to be social is not
healthy advice.
Drugs like marijuana have
wildly different effects from
person to person, which are
dependent on a number
of factors like potency,
method of use and an
individual’s tolerance.
Whitney Ogle, who
was quoted in the Nature
article, is a physical therapist
and cannabis researcher at
Humboldt State University
who conducted a study of
126 people playing a wide
range of sports while under
the influence of marijuana.
“About 40% of respondents
reported adverse effects,
which included elevated
heart rate and being too
high to continue with their
workout,” Ogle said in
the article.
Despite all the risks, some
student-athletes are still
using marijuana.
According to a study
regarding the risks of
marijuana use in college
student-athletes
and
nonathletes in the Journal
of Studies on Alcohol and
Drugs, “[marijuana use
prevalence] rates were higher
than expected, considering
that athletes stand to lose
more than nonathletes from
marijuana use with respect to
athletic eligibility status and
performance impairment as
a result of the physiological
effects of marijuana smoking.”
Student-athletes could also
be receiving sport-related
scholarships that rely on the
players to actively participate

in their sport to the highest
level possible.
Why jeopardize your
obligations to your sponsors
with reckless drug use?
The NCAA’s powerpoint
created by the organization’s
Sports Science Institute
relays the harmful effects of
both short-term and long-
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because users would choose
the pleasurable effects of
drugs over international
sports regulations.
“Such attitudes would avoid
the disregard of international
principles of honesty, equality
and worthiness of life that
are present in different sports
activities, whether official or
not,” Daniel Campos and his
team of researchers said in
the conclusion to their study.
Student-athletes should
choose to live life with less
substance use and abide by
the NCAA’s guidelines not
only because it’s the right
thing to do, but also because
it’s the smart thing to do.
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year and major. Letters become property of the Spartan
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